PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH
Devoted followers of the Creator of Man, the fervent Protectore host marches forth from the gates of its cathedal fortresses to enlighten the vast heathen countries for Menoth's greater glory. With sacred fire and pain they punish heresy wherever it may be found — and that is everywhere.
FEAT: ICY GAZE

Enemy models currently in Sorscha’s control area and LOS become stationary for one round unless they have Immunity: Cold.

KHADOR

Only the strong survive in this boreal hinterland of thick woodland, high mountains, and long, harsh winters. Khador is home to a proud tradition of strength, shown in both the powerful sinews of her people and the endurance of their tremendous war machines.
CRYX
The dark vision of the Dragonlord Toruk has created the Cryxian Empire, a terrifying legion of undying beings. Led by horrible, necromantic warcasters, this nightmare kingdom of the restless dead seeks to spread its blight of malevolence and life-devouring savagery over the entire Iron Kingdoms.